
Teaching Vocabulary:
More than Lists of 

Words and 
Definitions

Or:

Vocabulary Instruction:  Not Just For English Class 
Anymore



Objectives

Understand that explicit vocabulary 
instruction can/should be done 
across disciplines

1

Understand how to begin to being 
to build an interest in words to 
support vocabulary instruction

2

Walk away with a vocabulary 
routine that can be implemented 
tomorrow

3



Let's get you busy

• Select a text on your table

• Skim the passage and find 5 words that students:
• Might not know

• Would be important to know to be able to better access the 
information

• Share with your table partners the words that 
you've selected and why



Let's learn some 
vocabulary

Receptive:  Word meaning 
supports information RECEIVED 
(listening and reading)

Expressive:  Vocabulary allows 
us to CONVEY thinking (reading 
and writing)



The Reality

Linguistically “ poor ” first graders 
knew 5,000 words; linguistically 
“rich” first graders knew 20,000 
words. (Moats, 2001)

By first grade, higher SES groups 
are likely to know about twice as 
many words as lower SES children. 
(Graves, 2006)

After the primary grades, the 
“achievement gap ” between 
socioeconomic groups is a 
language gap. (Hirsh, 2002)



A WAKE -UP  CALL

A Wake-Up Call

ASCD.org (2015)



The Matthew Effect:
We're living this!





WHAT  D O E S  VO CAB U LARY  
I N S T RU CT I ON  LO OK  L I K E  I N  
YOU R  B U I LD I N G  O R  
D I S T R I C T ?



THERE WILL BE A 
TEST ON FRIDAY



Sidenberg & McClelland, 1989

/b/ /u/ /g/

bugb/u/g



A Few Thoughts About Teaching Vocabulary In The Disciplines

There is NOT a most effective time or subject 

This is NO one best activity.  A combination is BETTER.

Difference between explicit, systematic teaching and incidental exposure…you need both

Reading (or being read to) is THE most important factor

Keys To Literacy, https://vimeo.com/405201315



Hanson & Padua, 2011



The Routine



Why Teach using a 
routine?



The Routine

Step by Step



The Template



Let's pretend



Step 1:  Word Selection (Depth words) Usually Tier 2 or 3

Useful? Understanding? Growth?

Does the word help the student access the 
text?

Is the word critical to understanding the text 
or concept?

Does the word support "growing" other 
words?

Is it a general purpose word or a word that 
will be found later in the content?

Morphological families?

Will this word come up time and again 
throughout content?

Multiple meanings?



Step 1: My word

Dynamics

Useful? Understanding? Growth?

Does the word help the student access the 
text?  

Is the word critical to understanding the text 
or concept?

Does the word support "growing" other 
words?

Is it a general purpose word or a word that 
will be found later in the content?

Morphological families?

Will this word come up time and again 
throughout content?

Multiple meanings?



Step 2 syllables

dy-nam-ics



Step 2: Morphemes and Word parts

Dynamics

dyna = force or power
ics = knowledge of…



Step 3: 
Student friendly definition

Dynamics

Definition: How quietly or loudly a piece of music should be played

Our Definition: quiet, loud, music played



Step 4 Visual and 
Concrete Example

dynamics

• quiet 

• loud

• music played   



Step 5 synonyms/antonyms
Dynamics

Synonyms Antonyms
Change Constant
Fluctuation Stable



Step 6:  Morpheme Families
Dynamics

Prefix Family (dyna = power) Suffix Family (ics = knowledge of)
dynameters morphophonemics
dynasty criminalistics
dynamite mathematics



Step 7:  Example/non examples
Check for understanding

Dynamics

The music went louder and louder until it seemed to be soaring above the clouds.

The music sped up and slowed down until I lost track of how to dance to it.



Frayer Model Is a Great Tool

https://iris.peabody.vanderbilt.edu/module/sec-rdng/cresource/q2/p07/



Please Get out your 
totally awesome, 
very cool, sticker 

decorated vocabulary 
notebook



You know what 
to do!



Our First Word is...

dynamics

dy-nam-ics



Do you see any prefixes, roots, or suffixes

dyna = force or power
ics = knowledge of…

Dynamics



Step 6:  Morpheme Families
Dynamics

Prefix Family (dyna = power) Suffix Family (ics = knowledge of)
dynameters morphophonemics
dynasty criminalistics
dynamite mathematics



What the heck does it mean

Dynamics

Definition: How quietly or loudly a piece of music should 
be played

Our Definition: quiet, loud, music played



synonyms/antonyms
Dynamics

Synonyms Antonyms
Change Constant
Fluctuation Stable

You're so lucky!  I'm going to give you a couple of each!



What dynamics looks like

dynamics

• quiet 

• loud

• music played   



Step 7:  Example/non examples
Check for understanding

Dynamics

The music went louder and louder until it seemed to be soaring above the 
clouds.

I just couldn't believe how the beat of the music went from toe tapping, to 
so fast I couldn't even clap to it.



Your turn

Using the words that you've chosen from the texts on your table (or a word that you know you will 
teach next year) and the template walk through the steps of creating a lesson around the word 
using the vocabulary routine.

*Remember every word is different.  There may be parts of the routine that you won't be able to 
use.*



Contact Information

Keith McCarroll, Ohio Adolescent Literacy Specialist

Keith.mccarroll@mvesc.org
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